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ABSTRACT

Community Question Answering (CQA) websites, such as Stack Exchange\(^1\) or Quora\(^2\), allow users to freely ask questions and obtain answers from other users, i.e., the community. Personal assistants, such as Amazon Alexa or Google Home, can also exploit CQA data to answer a broader range of questions and increase customers’ engagement. However, the voice-based interaction poses new challenges to the Question Answering scenario. Even assuming that we are able to retrieve a previously asked question that perfectly matches the user’s query, we cannot simply read its answer to the user. A major limitation is the answer length. Reading these answers to the user is cumbersome and boring. Furthermore, many answers contain non-voice-friendly parts, such as images, or URLs.

In this paper, we define the Answer Reformulation task and propose a novel solution to automatically reformulate a community provided answer making it suitable for a voice interaction. Results on a manually annotated dataset extracted from Stack Exchange show that our models improve strong baselines.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Community Question Answering became a hot topic in Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Information Retrieval (IR). CQA websites are an extremely valuable source of question-answer pairs and many researchers started leveraging these data into automatic Question Answering (QA) systems.

Given a new user question \(q\), a common QA pipeline based on CQA data consists of (i) retrieving previously asked questions \(r_1, \ldots, r_n\) highly relevant to \(q\), and (ii) distill from their answer threads the information answering \(q\). The second step is usually approached as an answer selection problem \([18, 20]\): among all the possible answers \(a_1, \ldots, a_m\) provided to \(r_1, \ldots, r_n\), select the one that best answers \(q\). A possible alternative consists of aggregating \(a_1, \ldots, a_m\) in order to provide a more complete answer \([23]\). In both cases, the selected/aggregated answer can be rather long. For instance, a typical answer in Stack Exchange is longer than hundred words (See Figure 2).

Integrating a CQA system into virtual assistants, such as Amazon Alexa or Google Home, allows to tap into the knowledge of the crowd for answering complex questions. However, this also presents a challenge: how to transform an answer, originally planned to be read on a website, into a voice-friendly answer. One crucial aspect of the reformulation is the need to shorten the community-provided answer. A long answer might be reasonable on a web interface, where a user can easily scroll down, however it might be extremely burdensome to be read aloud fully.

In order to demonstrate the necessity of shortening community provided answers, we measured the distribution of the number of sentences and the number of words in answers taken from subdomains of Stack Exchange, as further described in Section 4. To reduce the amount of unqualified answers in our dataset, we consider only answers accepted by the user who asked the question. Figure 1, presents the distribution of the number of sentences in an answer. There are 48% of the answers longer than six sentences. Figure 2, presents the distribution of the number of words in an answer. The median length of an answer is over a hundred words. If we set the length limit to 55 words (see Section 3), only 24% of the answers can be provided without further summarization.

Another challenge we face is that answers in CQA are often enriched with visual content, such as images or videos, that obviously cannot be directly provided via a voice interface. Furthermore, some textual parts are definitely not voice friendly. For example, it does not make any sense to read an entire URL to the user.

To address these issues, we propose the Answer Reformulation (AR) task: given a user question and a long answer retrieved by a CQA system, reformulate the answer to make it more suitable for a voice-based interaction. Our solution consists of a two-step process: (i) We first perform a text pre-processing step in order to remove all the answer parts containing non-readable text, including images, videos, URLs, emoticons, etc. (ii) We then split the long answer into sentences and invoke a (multi-)sentence selection process to extract a summary consisting of up to 55 words. The latter task uses an extractive-based text summarization approach which selects the most relevant sentences from the answer. We tried different approaches, including pointwise and pairwise learning-to-rank
we encapsulate a state-of-the-art NLP solution, i.e., BERT [8], into a novel sequence tagging model that we further enrich with a large set of manually engineered features. To test our models, we ran an annotation task and collected a concise extractive summaries of 2110 answers from Stack Exchange. Experimental evaluation shows that our system performs better than several baselines.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. In Section 3 we present the AR task that we shape as an extractive text summarization problem. We propose several summarization models based on learning-to-rank and sequence-tagging approaches. In Section 4 we describe the data set we use for training and evaluation, and in Section 5 we present our experimental results. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

Recently, three consecutive editions of SemEval proposed a challenge on this entire CQA pipeline [18–20]. To automatically answer a new question using the CQA approach, the first step consists of retrieving a set of resolved questions, with their answers, that are relevant to the user question [1, 28, 33]. The retrieval part is typically enhanced with NLP models performing question re-ranking.

Many proposed models are based on question-question similarities, including question topic similarity [10] or syntactic similarity [5]. An emerging approach is to apply neural networks. dos Santos et al. [9] used convolutional neural networks (CNNs), while Tan et al. [30] proposed an attention network that applies multiple attention functions to model the matching between a pair of questions.

After finding relevant resolved questions, the answer selection step extracts the answer to the new question from the retrieved question-answer threads. Many approaches were proposed in literature, including deep neural networks [27, 31], kernel methods capturing syntactic-semantic patterns [12] and models based on machine translation [15].

The AR task we propose in this paper is novel, but has strong analogies with query-based summarization and machine reading comprehension. In automatic text summarization [13] the goal is to concisely represent the most important information in documents. The extractive approach [22] consists of selecting (without modifying) the most relevant parts (e.g., sentences, paragraphs, keyphrases, etc.) of one or multiple documents. Conversely, abstractive summarization [21, 26] allows for rephrasing and using words not necessarily presented in the original documents. This second approach is potentially more powerful, as abstraction can condense a text more strongly than extraction; however, it involves natural language generation [14] which is still in its early stages with many open problems such as text quality and naturalness [11]. In our case, we opted for an extractive approach, since text coherency is crucial in voice-based systems. In the query-based summarization [4, 6, 7], the summary must be generated according to a query. Some works are directly applied to CQA and try to aggregate multiple answers into a single, complete summary [29, 32]. In this case, the expected summaries are still rather long and do not fit the constraints imposed in the voice setting.

Finally, machine reading comprehension (MRC) is the task of answering questions about a given paragraph. It is typically approached as a span selection [25] and state-of-the-art systems are based on deep neural networks, e.g., BERT [8]. AR can be approached as a MRC task, if we consider the given answer to re-formulate as a paragraph in MRC. The conceptual difference is that in MRC the paragraph should be analyzed to find the answer, while in AR the paragraph (the answer) needs to be summarized to remove redundant content while preserving the important parts.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Given a question with a (possibly long) answer, the AR task consists of transforming the answer into a concise voice friendly version. Although there is no formal definition of what makes a text being voice-friendly, we believe that a voice-friendly answer should adhere to the following properties:

1. The answer should cover the information need expressed by the question.

2. The answer should be short enough to be read aloud comfortably. An internal (unpublished) study found that around 55 words is a reasonable length of an answer to be read by a virtual assistant. Therefore, our study considers only summaries with up to 55 words.
(3) The answer should be grammatically correct and coherent.

Based on these requirements, we defined two tasks. The first is a single sentence selection, where the model picks a single sentence to be read as an answer. However, we found that sometimes a single sentence is insufficient in practice since it fails to cover the information need required by the question. Therefore, we also consider multi-sentence selection, which improves information coverage by providing more sentences. We opt for an extractive summarization approach, instead of an abstractive one, to reduce the risk of generating ungrammatical and incoherent answer text.

Our approach consists of (i) a text pre-processing step where we clean the answer by removing non voice-friendly elements (such as URLs and pictures) and split the answer into short sentences; (ii) an extractive summarization step where we reformulate the answer by selecting the sentence(s) to be read to the user.

### 3.1 Text Pre-processing

As a first step we remove all the non-readable elements of the answer. This includes images, videos, smileys, and URLs that are replaced with the anchor text\(^1\). Also, text in parenthesis is removed since it typically contains unnecessary information. Then, the cleaned answer is split into readable units that are sub-selected by our extractive summarization approach described in Section 3.2. Readable units extend the concept of sentence by aggregating sentences that should not be logically split. For instance, two sentences separated by a colon (:) typically need to be read together to express an exhaustive concept. Similarly, it is often better to treat an entire list as an indivisible piece of text, rather than splitting each bullet item into a separate sentence. Overall, our text splitting method proceeds as follows:

- The answer is first split into blocks according to the HTML tags (e.g., quote, paragraph, header, sorted and unsorted list, code\(^2\)).
- We split each block using the sentence splitting tool of the CoreNLP library\(^3\), unless the block is already short (i.e., less than 25 words).
- We re-combine blocks that should not be logically separated, e.g., if split by a colon.

Finally, we remove the text formatting HTML tags (e.g., bold, italic) using Jsoup\(^4\). The resulting blocks are the readable units. For the sake of clarity, in the following we refer to them as sentences.

### 3.2 Answer Reformulation Models

We shape the AR task as a (multi-)sentence selection problem. To select which sentence(s) should appear in the reformulated answer we propose learning-to-rank and sequence-tagging approaches. We trained our models on data specifically annotated for the AR task.

**Learning-to-Rank Approach.** We design two learning-to-rank models, a pairwise approach based on the LambdaMART learning algorithm [2], and a pointwise approach based on BERT [8].

From each (question, answer sentence) pair we extract several manually engineered features that we use in our ranking models:

1. Positional features: the position of the sentence inside the long answer, whether it is the first sentence, the last, etc.
2. Question-sentence lexical similarities: Jaccard, Levenshtein distance, length of longest common substring.
3. Question-sentence word-embedding similarities: we group the words in the question and in the sentence according to their Part-of-Speech (PoS). In particular, we consider the following groups: nouns only, verbs only, adverbs only, adjectives only, all the remaining PoS. We also consider a group with all words in the sentence. Then, we average the word embeddings from each group and compute the cosine similarities between the resulting question vectors and sentence vectors. We use pre-trained 300 dimensional word embeddings from GloVe [24].

In addition to averaging the word embedding vectors and then computing their similarity, we also compute an alignment score: for each word in the question, we find the most similar word in the sentence; both words must have the same PoS group. We then use the average of these maximal similarities as additional features.

4. Sentence-embedding similarity: the cosine similarity between the question embeddings and the sentence embeddings obtained by using the Universal Sentence Encoder [3].

5. Lexical features: whether the sentence includes yes/no or summary expressions such as ‘in short’, ‘in conclusion’, etc.

6. HTML and structural features: whether part of the sentence is in bold, is a quote, is a list, was edited (i.e., not included in the first version of the answer), etc.

We use these features to directly represent each sentence in the LambdaMART model. Then the algorithm performs a pairwise reasoning where sentences are analyzed in pairs to establish which one should be ranked first.

In BERT, instead, we apply a pointwise approach: the model receives as input the question followed by a sentence and outputs a relevance score used for ranking. We also extend BERT by injecting our features: we concatenate our features to the first output token of BERT (i.e., the output of the [CLS] token), and run a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) on the resulting vector.

**Sequence-Tagging Approach.** One limit of the learning-to-rank models described above is that they provide a relevance score to a given sentence while ignoring the context in which the sentence appears (i.e., the rest of the answer). In general, also for a human, it is very hard to assess whether a sentence is the best one without reading the other sentences of the answer. To overcome this issue, we propose a sequence-tagging solution where the entire sequence of sentences is provided as input to a model that tags each sentence as relevant or not to the question.

The entire architecture is depicted in Figure 3. Each sentence in the answer is paired with the question and provided as input to BERT. For each pair, the first output token of BERT is considered. This can be interpreted as a question-aware sentence embedding. Each sentence embedding is concatenated with the manually engineered features described above. Then the sequence of augmented sentence embeddings is passed to a bidirectional LSTM to get a sequence of contextualized sentence embeddings. Finally, inspired by Named Entity Recognition models [16], we run a Conditional

\(^1\)When URLs do not have any anchor text, they are replaced with the phrase “a website”.

\(^2\)Code environment is often used to highlight a text.

\(^3\)https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/

\(^4\)https://jsoup.org/
Random Field (CRF) layer to tag each sentence as being relevant of not. The CRF layer should allow the model to leverage dependencies between successive labels.

4 DATASET CREATION

We collected a set of question and answer pairs from 10 subdomains of Stack Exchange. We explored a Stack Exchange dump containing more than 200k questions. The average length of an accepted answer is presented in Figures 1 and 2.

A training example for the AR task is a triple (question, original answer, short answer). A preliminary requirement is that the original answer completely answers the question. After-all, reformulation cannot transpose a bad answer into a good one. To ensure the quality of the original answers in our dataset, we considered answers that were accepted by the user asking the question and that have at least 3 sentences and more than 55 words.

Since we operate in a voice setting we also expect the training questions to represent typical user questions submitted to digital assistants. However, questions in web fora tend to be very long and verbose, and many questions can only be fully understood when considering the question’s title and body together. To automatically get questions that better represent voice-based questions, we requested that annotators select the most representative of the annotators’ opinion. More specifically, we created a random selection task, where the probability of selecting a sentence is equal to the fraction of annotators picking it. Thus, if a sentence is picked by two annotators out of five, the probability of picking it is 0.4 and the probability of not picking it is 0.6. Using this random model, we assign a probability score to each sentence.

Finally, we run another annotation task to get the short versions of the selected answers. Most of the literature in text summarization requires the annotators to write a reference summary from scratch; however, since we want to apply an extractive summarization approach, we decided to shape the annotation task as a sentence selection problem. Each annotator was presented with the short question (i.e., the question title) and its answer. We then asked the annotators to solve three tasks:

1. Pick a single sentence that best answers the question.
2. Mark whether the single sentence you picked fully answers the question.
3. Pick all sentences that should appear in a short and concise answer.

A picture from the annotation task page is presented in Figure 4. Every (question, answer) pair was annotated by at least five annotators. The single sentence selection (task 1) aims to create the shortest possible version of the answer, and task 2 is used to verify whether such individual sentence is enough for answering the question. Our annotations show that 89.8% of the times a single sentence can fully answer the question. Finally, the multiple-sentence selection task aims to create a more valid and complete summary. We did not put any constraint on the number of selected sentences, but encouraged the annotators to select as few sentences as possible.

Generating ground truth. According to our annotation tasks, we created two types of labels. First, we considered the single-sentence selection task. We filtered out all questions for which a single sentence is insufficient. Then, we picked the most voted sentence by the annotators as the ground truth selected answer. Annotator agreement (w.r.t. to the most voted sentence) for this task was 79.7% and the ground truth was picked by at least two annotators, so this label can be considered reliable.

The second ground truth label is generated from the multi-sentence annotation task. In this task, annotators are free to choose any combination of sentences from the answer, making the range of options very large. Picking the most voted selection as reference summary is generally ineffective: it is likely that each combination of sentences is picked by exactly one annotator. Selecting the most voted sentences, or all the sentences receiving at least a certain number of votes are other possibilities that we decided to exclude. The reason is that such choices can generate a new selection that none of the annotators exactly picked, and it would expose to the risk of selecting a sequence of incoherent and possibly redundant sentences. We solved this problem by picking the selection of a single annotator that is the most representative of the annotators’ opinion. More specifically, we created a random selection model, where the probability of selecting a sentence is equal to the fraction of annotators picking it. Thus, if a sentence is picked by two annotators out of five, the probability of picking it is 0.4 and the probability of not picking it is 0.6. Using this random model, we assign a probability score to each of the annotated summaries. Eventually, we pick the summary with highest likelihood as ground truth. More formally, let $N$ be the set of sentences in the answer, $S$ be the set of different summaries selected by the annotators, and $I_S$ and $E_S$ the sets of sentences included and excluded in a summary $S \in S$, respectively. Then the selected ground-truth summary $S^*$ is:
Figure 4: The annotation task presents a question and an answer and asks three questions: (i) select a single sentence, (ii) does the single sentence fully answers the question, and (iii) mark all sentences that should appear in a summary.

\[ S^* = \arg \max_{S \in S} \left( \prod_{s_i \in S} p(s_i) \right) \left( \prod_{s_e \in S_e} (1 - p(s_e)) \right) \]  

To assert the quality of our ground-truth selection, we randomly sampled 100 selected summaries (according to Eq. 1) and manually annotated their quality. We found that in 86% of the cases the quality of the summary was excellent, in 10% of the cases the summary was relevant but imperfect, and in other 4% of the cases it was wrong. Therefore, we consider our technique as a reasonable way to get ground-truth labels for our dataset. Table 1 reports the statistics of the created dataset.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the quality of the proposed answer reformulation models on the dataset extracted from Stack Exchange.

5.1 Experimental Setting

We divided the dataset described in Section 4 using 70% of the questions as training set, 10% as development set to tune our models, and 20% as test set. According to the two different labeling schemas described in Section 4, we defined two sentence selection tasks. In the single sentence selection task, the model has to pick the single sentence that best summarizes the answer. For this task, given the sentence ranking provided by our models, we consider Precision@1 (fraction of test cases where the top ranked sentence was marked as best sentence by the annotators) and NDCCG@[3, 5] (normalized discounted gain for top 3, 5 ranked sentences).

In multi-sentence selection task, we pick multiple sentences, up to 55 words, according to the ranking order. Ground truth for this task is derived from the third question in our annotation task (see Figure 4). Note that for each sentence, we have a ground truth label (i.e., whether this sentence was picked by the annotator) and system prediction (i.e., whether this sentence belongs to the system’s selected summary). Thus, we consider sentence-level metrics, i.e., Precision, Recall, F1, and Accuracy. We also measure Success (fraction of test cases for which the system picked exactly the same sentences included in the reference summary). Furthermore, for both tasks, we adopt common Automatic Text Summarization metrics, i.e., ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L.

5.2 Evaluated models

In addition to our models, we consider four popular baselines.

- **Lead**: we pick the first sentence(s) of the answer, up to 55 words.
- **Jaccard**: we rank sentences according to their Jaccard similarity to the query.
- **TextRank**: we rank sentences according to TextRank [17], an unsupervised learning approach based on the PageRank algorithm\(^9\).
- **BERT**: we use the uncased pre-trained base version of BERT\(^10\) [8]. The input of BERT is a question followed by a sentence and we use BERT as a binary classifier to provide a relevance score to the sentence.

Regarding our models we tested the following solutions:

- **LM**: the LambdaMART pairwise learning-to-rank model operating on our features.
- **MLP**: a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) operating on our features.

9We used the Sumy implementation: https://github.com/miso-belica/sumy/tree/master/sumy.

10In our preliminary experiments we observed that using the cased or large versions was not beneficial.

Table 1: The annotated Stack Exchange data. Each example is a triple (Question, Answer, Reference Summary). Q is the number of questions, S is the number of sentences, and W is the number of words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Entire Answer</th>
<th>Reference Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bricks</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td>123.83</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do it yourself</td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>145.07</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth science</td>
<td>11.32</td>
<td>204.32</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>273.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>7.71</td>
<td>141.53</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardening</td>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>169.55</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>9.62</td>
<td>199.59</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>172.18</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movies</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>170.19</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td>181.90</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8.45</td>
<td>161.78</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• BERT+; the extension of BERT in which the output is concatenated with our features and provided as input to a MLP that performs the final classification.
• SeqBERT: this is the sequence-tagging model depicted in Figure 3 where our features are not employed.
• SeqFeats: this is the sequence-tagging model where BERT is not employed: our feature vectors are directly passed to the Bi-LSTM in Figure 3.
• SeqBERT+: this is the complete sequence-tagging model in Figure 3 where both BERT and our features are employed. The relevance scores provided by these models are used to rank the sentences and generate the concise answer by selecting the top ranked sentences, up to 55 words.

For all the supervised models we use an early stopping strategy on the dev set; for LambdaMART, the number of trees was set to 100 and the number of leaves to 10. The number of LSTM units in the sequence-tagging models is set to 200. In all the models using BERT (including the sequence-tagging ones) we used two different learning rates: one for the BERT layers which must be relatively very small to prevent the model to forget what it learned during the BERT pre-training; for the other layers (i.e., the output layers) we used a more aggressive learning rate, since those layers are randomly initialized and must be trained from scratch. We selected the learning rates and the number of layers in the MLP models by using a grid search on the dev set. For the best sentence selection task, we pick the configuration providing the best NDCG@3, while for the multi-sentence selection task we optimize per sentence accuracy.

Table 2: Single sentence selection. The bold suggests a higher score compared to the best baseline (i.e., Lead baseline) and *** indicates that the improvement is statistically significant ($p<0.05$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision@1</th>
<th>NDCG@3</th>
<th>NDCG@5</th>
<th>ROUGE-L</th>
<th>ROUGE-2</th>
<th>ROUGE-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>0.6921</td>
<td>0.8072</td>
<td>0.8275</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>0.684</td>
<td>0.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaccard</td>
<td>0.3632</td>
<td>0.5638</td>
<td>0.6386</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TextRank</td>
<td>0.2447</td>
<td>0.3924</td>
<td>0.4828</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>0.5082</td>
<td>0.6826</td>
<td>0.7319</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>0.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>0.6816</td>
<td>0.8017</td>
<td>0.8352</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>0.719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.6921</td>
<td>0.8051</td>
<td>0.8334</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.684</td>
<td>0.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT+</td>
<td>0.6895</td>
<td>0.8238</td>
<td>0.8400</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeqBERT</td>
<td>0.7060</td>
<td>0.8323</td>
<td>0.8523</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td>0.736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeqFeats</td>
<td>0.6947</td>
<td>0.8121</td>
<td>0.8394</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeqBERT+</td>
<td>0.7079</td>
<td>0.8336</td>
<td>0.8591</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.745</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Results

Single-Sentence Selection. Table 2 reports results for the single sentence selection task. The Lead baseline provides excellent results: in over 69% of the cases, the first sentence is a good summary of the answer. Therefore, it is difficult to improve upon this baseline. Other baselines, based on Jaccard similarity, TextRank, or BERT provide significantly lower scores. One possible reason for the low result of BERT is that when it classifies a sentence, it does not have access to the context in which it appears (i.e., the rest of the answer). The systems based on our features provide more competitive results. In particular, BERT+, by jointly leveraging our features and the deep semantic information extracted by BERT, significantly outperforms the baselines in both NDCG@3 and NDCG@5. Finally the sequence-tagging approach can further improve the results: when the model can access to the entire answer, a pure text-based model such as SeqBERT is already competitive. When our features are also enabled in SeqBERT+ the best results are reached, improving the baselines in all metrics.

Multi-Sentence Selection. In Table 3 we present results for the multi-sentence selection task. The summaries extracted by our models are selected by picking the most scored sentences until reaching the 55-words limit. Since we did not impose any limit on the number of words or sentences that an annotator could include in her summary, the reference summaries can be shorter or longer than 55 words. Therefore, even if we select sentences up to 55 words using a perfect ranker, we can create summaries which are longer than the reference ones: all the extra sentences are evaluated as false positive and thus penalize the model precision. Similarly, when the reference summary is longer than 55 words, any model-based summary will be penalized in recall. The upper-bound in Table 3 reports the performance achievable by a perfect ranker. Again, we observe that the Lead baseline provides strong results while Jaccard and TextRank perform rather poorly. In this task BERT achieves relatively better results than in the previous task. This may be justified by the fact that understanding whether a sentence is relevant to answer a question is generally easier than recognizing the best sentence in the answer. Again, the sequence-tagging approach and the usage of our features lead to significantly better results. In this task, SeqBERT and SeqFeats lead to very similar results. The large improvement provided by Deep Learning models that we usually observe in many NLP tasks is here not confirmed. One possible reason is that the dataset size is rather small considering the task complexity. We will better study this aspect in future work.

6 CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented the answer reformulation task: how to transfer a traditional community question-answering system into the world of voice assistants. We created an annotated dataset and proposed a novel sequence-tagging model that outperforms strong baselines by jointly leveraging BERT and a rich set of manually engineered features.